Please find below the list of the labs by campus where SAS is installed: for more details or a complete listing of hours by lab please visit:

http://service.depaul.edu/labs/

Barat (both of these are in the Library basement):
Seminar lab
Open lab

Lake Forest:
There are computers in the perimeter of the reception area when you come in as well as those in Lake103.

Lincoln Park:
Byrne 358 (sometimes used as a classroom)
McGaw145 (sometimes used as a classroom)
McGowan 255
SAC 232 (sometimes used as a classroom)
SAC 235 (sometimes used as a classroom)
SAC 240

Loop:
CSTC400
Lewis 1420
O'Malley 1350

Naperville:
West137
West140 (sometimes used as a classroom)

O'Hare (in Des Plaines on River Road):
OHC200
OHC202
OHC206 (sometimes used as a classroom)

Rolling Meadows (on Golf):
Perimeter computers
RMC214
RMC220

South (in Oak Forest on South Kilbourn):
SC5370